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Introduction:  Ca-Al-rich Inclusions (CAI’s) and 

their rims hold unique clues to poorly understood, 
early high temperature events in the solar nebula[1,2].  
If we knew the trace element concentrations in, and 
degree of equilibration between, the microscopic, on-
ion-like sublayers that make up ‘Wark-Lovering’ 
(WL) rims on CAI’s, we would be able to understand 
more about the temperature, duration and environment 
of the processes that created and then modified the 
rims and their host CAI’s.   

Whole rims have been analyzed [3], but good trace 
element analyses of their 4 or 5 component sublayers 
are difficult to obtain because the sublayers are typi-
cally multiphase and very thin.  We now describe a 
mathematical technique for calculating element con-
centrations in individual rim sublayers from bulk rim 
analyses and measurements of the thicknesses of the 
sublayers.  

Calculations:  The weighted sum of the concentra-
tions ca, cb,...,ce of a given element in the 5 rim sublay-
ers a,b,...,e equals the bulk concentration Ci in  sample 
i:   ( ca . fa,i ) = Ci , where fa,i is the mass fraction of 
sublayer a in sample i. Mass fractions are obtained 
from sublayer thicknesses x Densities. It is assumed 
that a given sublayer has uniform composition 
throughout the rim. The calculation solves a set of 
linear equations AX = B for each element.  As an ex-
ample, for CAI 818b, the matrix A is 12 by 5, contain-
ing data for the mass-fractions of the 5 rim sublayers 
in each of 12 analysed rim samples. The right-hand-
side B contains the measured bulk concentrations of 
the element in the twelve samples.  The vector X con-
tains the unknown concentrations of the 5 rim sublay-
ers that we are seeking. The equation is generally in-
consistent and has to be solved in the least-squares 
sense. The smallest solution X (in terms of vector 
length) is sought in order to minimize the sum of 
squares of the residual AX – B.  

A more general function modified by weights de-
rived from uncertainties in the concentrations can also 
be minimized and the corresponding solution has been 
used to cross check  the unweighted solutions. The 
calculation is repeated for the 31 analysed elements. 
The unweighted calculations can be realized through 
standard techniques in numerical linear algebra, in-
volving the generalized inverse of A. For convenience, 
we have created a template in Microsoft Excel, with 
the weighted and unweighted functions being mini-

mized via the add-in package “Solver”. Different mod-
els (nonlinear and quadratic) and approximation 
schemes to derivatives (forward and central differ-
ences) have been used for verification.  

As a further check, the solutions (i.e. sublayer con-
centrations) were multiplied by their corresponding 
mass fractions and summed. These back-calculated 
sums approximate to the measured sample concentra-
tions, typically within ~10%. Where a solution was 
physically unrealistic or the back-calculation deviated 
by more than ~20%, minor adjustments to the mass 
fraction data were carried out and the calculation was 
re-iterated. The results are credible since they are gen-
erally consistent with known mineral preferences (e.g. 
perovskite holds the Rare Earth Elements [REE]) and 
because groups of related elements (e.g. Pt metals), 
though calculated independently, reach similar solu-
tions.  The uncertainty-weighted solutions yield more 
consistent results. 

Requirements:  Samples must vary in the propor-
tions of their rim sublayers. The microsurgically sepa-
rated rims initially consisted of complete sets of the 
five sublayers: (1) CAI interior; (2) subrim of  melilite, 
hibonite & perovskite, ~30 m thick; (3) spinel-
perovskite sublayer, ~25  m thick; (4) altered melilite 
sublayer of nepheline, sodalite & grossular, ~5  m 
thick; and (5) outer pyroxene sublayer of diopside & 
fassaite, ~10  m thick.  After neutron irradiation and 
 -ray counting, samples were scraped to remove vari-
ous sublayers, and re-counted.  These samples were 
made up of differing proportions of the 5 sublayers.   

Later, samples were mounted edge-on and sublayer 
thicknesses measured by SEM. The microsurgery did 
not produce clean separates of sublayers but the pre-
sent technique overcomes this and yields analyses of 
individual sublayers.  The technique, however, re-
quires each sublayer to be of uniform composition – a 
condition that the clumped distribution of metal grains 
may not satisfy.  Siderophiles thus tend to produce less 
consistent solutions than lithophile elements.   

The uncertainties in the mass fractions are likely to 
be greater than those in the analyses, due possibly to  
non-representative cross sections of some samples, and 
the difficulty of determining some layer boundaries.  
These difficulties  justify minor adjustments to the 
mass fraction input data to obtain the best fit.  

Results: We show illustrative REE patterns ob-
tained by the technique for two different Allende 
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CAI’s: Group I Type B CAI 818b [Fig.1] and Group II 
Type A CAI Haag1 [Fig.2].   

Fig.1:   REE in 818b rim sublayers
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Fig.2  REE in 'Haag1' rim sublayers
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We also show a Siderophile pattern for 818b [Fig.3]. 

Fig.3  Metals in 818b rim sublayers
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 Discussion: The technique typically reveals a 
“humped” rim abundance pattern in which the peak 
enrichment of refractory elements occurs in the mid-
dle-to-inner rim sublayer of spinel and perovskite (the 
red triangles in Figs.1-3). Lower abundances occur 
further out and further in. This is not consistent with 
formation of the rim solely by volatilization, when the 
outermost layer would be expected to be most enriched 
in refractory elements. This pattern might be produced, 
however, if the volatilization event were followed by 
an influx of major elements Mg, Si, Ca & O which 
diluted outer rim layers more than inner ones.  Mineral 

preference effects presumably also exerted some con-
trol on the distribution of refractory elements, in order 
to account for the typically higher refractory enrich-
ments in the outer pyroxene sublayer than in the un-
derlying (altered) melilite sublayer [Figs.1,2].  
 While the known preference of perovskite for 
REE might help to account for the peak abundance of 
REE in the spinel-perovskite sublayer, we believe that 
this is not the whole story.  The Refractory Metals also 
peak in abundance in that same sublayer [Fig.3], al-
though they form separate grains and are not hosted in 
perovskite or other major phases.  
 The REE fractionations between perovskite and 
pyroxene sublayers in Figs. 1 & 2 are paradoxical.  In 
Haag1, the Lu/La ratio is higher in pyroxene than in 
spinel/perovskite, as expected on mineral preference 
grounds.  But in 818b, exactly the opposite fractiona-
tion trend is seen [Fig.1], with the heavier REE becom-
ing progressively less enriched in the pyroxene 
sublayer, contrary to expectations.  A further minor 
mystery in 818b is that the strong Yb anomaly present 
in the inner rim sublayers is absent from the outer py-
roxene and altered melilite sublayers. 
 The Refractory Metals Re, Os, Ir & Ru [Fig. 3] 
do not show any fractionations due to mineral prefer-
ence effects but their abundances follow the same 
“humped” trend as the REE, indicating that the refrac-
tory element abundances are dominated by other fac-
tors such as, for example, an influx of diluting major 
elements.  Fig. 3 also shows that, as the W & Mo 
anomalies are present only in the rim sublayers and  
not in the CAI itself, the rim-forming event presuma-
bly caused the anomalies.  The higher anomaly in W 
than in Mo is also the signature of volatilization and 
not of condensation [4].  
      Conclusions: This mathematical technique is able 
to extract additional useful information from bulk trace 
element analyses.  In the future we expect to apply it to 
determine the degree of equilibration, and amount of 
diffusion, of refractory elements between pyroxene 
and perovskite sublayers in rims, in order to model and 
constrain the temperatures and durations of heating 
events to which CAI rims were subjected. 
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